Ahoy,
Check out what we have to meet your sailing needs! U-SAIL offers proficient sailors several
options with our “FEEL-THE-HEEL” program to go sailing on Lake Monroe. This offering is
guaranteed to get you out sailing in the easiest and least expensive way possible.
Basic Membership Without A Hitch
Enjoying a beautiful day sailing on the water in solitude or bonding with friends, could not be simpler! As
a Basic Member, you need only complete the attached Reservation Confirmation form and schedule your
required on-the-water Proficiency Evaluation. This will entitle you to unlimited boat usage at $75 per
Sailing Session. There are no monthly or up-front charges, although a having a Security Deposit on file will
be necessary each time you take a boat out.

Quick And Easy Boat Reservations
You may call in to reserve the boat of your choice up to 30 days in advance....including inquiring about
same-day availability. Reservations may be cancelled at any time, although notice within 24 hours is not
appreciated unless dictated by weather conditions. We want you to enjoy your sailing experience!

Monthly Plan With 20% Discounted Rates
A really great option when you expect to go sailing at least once per month, is the optional Monthly
Membership. For as little as $60 per month you get one Sailing Session included, plus any additional
sessions at a rate of $60.

Prepaid Annual Membership For Ultimate Flexibility
Our most popular option for members who expect to use at least 12 sessions per year, is the Annual
Membership at $720. This includes 12 sessions that can be used at any time during your membership
period, like all in one month if you want. After they are used, additional sessions are available at a rate of
$50. Annual Members also receive a membership in the Lake Monroe Sailing Association, and can enjoy
significant discounts at many of U-SAIL’s cooperating businesses.

Sailing Session Options
Sailing Sessions are either for the morning (10am to 2pm) or afternoon (2pm to 6pm) periods, although
extended hours may be enjoyed upon request based upon boat availability.

Enhance Your Skills Whenever You Chose
As a “FEEL-THE HEEL” Member, you may also use your Sailing Sessions to request instructional sails on any
of U-SAIL’s fleet of boats to become familiar with their differences, which will undoubtedly expand your
sailing experience, knowledge and confidence.

Reserve Your Membership Space Now! “FEEL-THE HEEL” membership is surely the perfect way to
materialize your sailing dreams… to pursue your daysailing, cruising or racing interests, and to
assess your specific boat ownership needs. Memberships are limited, so take this opportunity
to complete and return the attached Reservation Confirmation to get started in this simple, no
obligation program. It just doesn’t get any easier!
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